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Lot 1

NGDB Structure

1A

10 straws

1B

10 straws

Lot 2

We have been searching for a Cobra son for many years and when the
opportunity to acquire the rights on Structure came about, we jumped at
it. Not only a Cobra son but out of a tremendous Poker Face daughter, the
genetic package is one built around some of the elites of the breed. His
first calves are true to type with tremendous thickness, depth and style with
explosive early growth. Don’t miss this opportunity as it will be the only semen
we offer on him this year! Homo Polled & Hetero Black.

NLC Gen Ten

10 straws

IMCPM034

IMU3N082

In our continual search for new genetics we were given the opportunity to
be involved in this outcross sire and by the look of the calves, he will be
one of the very best we have used. Gen Ten is bred by Nelson Livestock
and features 10 generations of hard working NLC cows. Described by Marty
Ropp from Allied Genetics as a bull with tremendous muscling, structure and
feet as well as a 50cm mature testicle size. We are excited to offer this first
package of semen and truly believe he will earn his place as one of the very
best we have seen. Homo Polled & Homo Black.
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Lot 3

MRL Missile

3A

10 straws

3B

10 straws

Lot 4

It is hard not to be impressed with what Missile has done. He consistently
produces industry relevant progeny with plenty of depth, softness and style.
We have retained 2 sons and have another earmarked from last year’s drop
and we are excited to see what else he has in store for us. He is in the top
1% for EMA and docility as well as the top 10% for gestation length and rib
& rump fat. Homo Polled & Hetero Black.

Woonallee Messiah

4A

10 straws

4B

10 straws

IMCPL138

WEEPM170

We have been extremely impressed with how Messiah has developed and
more importantly how he has bred. The recent drop of Spring calves featured
some outstanding Messiah calves and they were the highest performing
calves of the group. His dam Charo J252 is one of our very best cows and is
now one of our leading donors. A classy young sire that will add length, depth
and extra performance in a structurally sound package.
Homo Polled & Hetero Black
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Lot 5

Woonallee Licorice

5A

10 straws

5B

10 straws

Lot 6

Licorice is a homebred sire that we rate extremely highly. A larger framed bull
that is long bodied with excellent depth, muscling and softness. He is in the
top 1% for docility and he is a true gentle giant. A slick skinned bull that is
structurally sound with perfect feet and legs. The Licorice females are some
of our very best and it’s not surprising when you look into his pedigree which
is made up of some of the very best from lewis Farms.
Homo Polled & Homo Black

LFE The Riddler

6A

10 straws

6B

10 straws

WEEPL006

IMCPK323

Riddler needs no introduction and has had a huge impact here in Australia
and in North America where he continues to feature in many programmes.
A bull that is maternally strong with excellent growth and performance. A
proven Homo black bull with the runs on the board.
Homo Polled & Homo Black
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Lot 7

3D BLK Full Throttle

10 straws

Lot 8

When looking at what we should offer for this sale we believe Throttle
deserves his place. Throttle has made some outstanding females and he
features in many prominent pedigrees both here and in Canada. A big bodied
bull with excellent foot structure, look to Throttle to produce those big roomy
females that become the cornerstone of your herd.
Homo Polled & Homo Black

Wheatland Ultimate Choice

10 straws

IMCPF483

IMCPG176

We believe this is one of the best black bulls we have used so far. He may
not get the accolades of some of the others, but he is the real deal. A bull that
will add huge performance, depth of body and a huge EMA while maintaining
structural integrity. He can produce those power bulls with tremendous
thickness or those picture-perfect wedge shape females. A must if you are in
in the bull breeding business!
Homo Polled & Homo Black
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Lot 9

Mr HOC Broker

10 straws

IMUPF623

Broker is the true cow maker. If your serious about putting together a cow
herd that breeds the herd bulls everyone is looking for, Broker is the bull.
If you follow what happens in North America you will know the impact his
females have had, and we can add Charo J252 to that list as she is the dam
of Messiah. A must for those trying to put an elite cow herd together.
Homo Polled & Hetero Black
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Lot 10

Woonallee Las Vegas

10A

10 straws

10B

10 straws

Lot 11

WEEPL128

This was the first bull that came to mind when putting this sale together. The
best we have and arguably the very best ever to walk here at Woonallee. His
story is well known as is his pedigree but the sign of a great one is what he
can breed and Vegas has made his mark in that arena. His sons featured in
this year’s bull sale including the $50,000 sale topper and were our highest
averaging sire group. Extremely easy doing, perfect feet, docile and massive
power and performance make him one of our best.

Woonallee BHR Tornado (P) WEEPC120

10 straws

Tornado is a true breed legend and has been our go to for so many years. His
semen is now getting low and this is the last we will offer. The true testament
to his longevity is that he is still alive at over 12 years of age. A trait leader for
milk, scrotal and carcase weight, his figures match his phenotype.
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Lot 12

Woonallee Notice (P)

12A

10 straws

12B

10 straws

Lot 13

Notice is a tremendous polled Dirty Harry son out of a truly magnificent
female, J47. His first calves are hitting the ground and we cannot express
how impressed we are with them. They are born small and explode from
there with his trademark pigment, style and softness. He was our top priced
bull from our 2019 sale selling for $30,000 to Gold Creek Simmentals, NZ.

Willandra Marmaduke (P)

13A

10 straws

13B

10 straws

WEEPN141

AJYPM007

Marmaduke is the new kid on the block and has really impressed us with
his first drop of calves weaned and the second drop arriving now. He is
the easiest doing traditional bull we have ever had and this is displayed
consistantly in his calves. An easy calving bull that can be used on heifers
which makes him even more exciting. Polled, soft, easy doing with depth and
style he is a true modern-day Simmental.
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Lot 14

Kerrah D859 (P)

14A

10 straws

14B

10 straws

Lot 15

D859 was purchased in partnership with Gold Creek Simmentals in NZ from
the highly regarded Kerrah herd. We were looking to add a new genetic mix
with calving ease, growth and efficiency in a polled package. We have been
extremely impressed with his first group of calves and they are everything
we were hoping for and more. A trait leader for 200, 400 & 600 day growth
and also scrotal.

Kerrah E307 (P)

15A

10 straws

15B

10 straws

IMNPL859

IMNPM307

E307 again comes from the Kerrah program. His first group of calves have
just hit the ground and they are out of the same mould as him with good
thickness, length and style. Again, a polled, dark red fully pigmented option
with excellent figures which put him in the top 5% for Calving ease, scrotal,
rib & rump fat.
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Lot 16

Starwest Total Value (P)

16A

10 straws

16B

10 straws

Lot 17

Total Value has produced some excellent progeny with sons selling for
$37,000 to Meldon Park and recently a son topped the Simmental section
at WA Supreme sale for Mubarn Simmentals at $15,000. His females are
excellent with extremely good udders and are proving to be some of our best
young cows.

Crossroad Poll Future (P)

17A

10 straws

17B

10 straws

IMCPH181

IMCPL035

Polled Future is a big bodied bull that adds power and performance to his
progeny. His first daughters are just calving now and display extremely good
udders with plenty of milk. A bull to add pigment and power and a new
genetic mix to the pedigree.
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Lot 18

KWA Lawmaker

5 straws

Lot 19

We have been waiting in anticipation for the Lawmaker calves and they are
everything we were hoping for. Low birth and explosive early growth with
tremendous thickness and style, they will feature strongly in the future. A
high-profile sire that will add thickness and depth of body in a really attractive
package. Homo Polled.

Woonallee Harry

10 straws

IMCPL059

WEEPH139

Harry has bred outstandingly well with his daughters now becoming some of
our very best young red females. Semen is getting very low on this incredible
sire so this will be the last we will offer. If you are after an outcross bull that
will combine calving ease and power, this is your bull.
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Lot 20

MRL Capone

10 straws

Lot 21

Capone has been an important piece in our red program with daughters
selling to $25,000. A maternally strong bull that adds extra depth and
thickness while not sacrificing structural soundness. A proven red option with
the runs on the board.
Homo Polled

Boundary Astute

10 straws

IMCPK130

IMCPL004

Astute is by the same sire as lot 18, KWA lawmaker. His first group of calves
were extremely well received with one of his sons topping the red section of
our sale. A high performing bull that will add extra performance and power.
Homo Polled
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Lot 22

Webb Pear E59 / Woonallee Messiah

Woonallee Pear M235 - Progeny of Webb Pear E59

4 embryos
Dam Ident: WEBPE059
Sire Ident: WEEPM170

Lot 23

Woonallee Charo H215 / MRL Missile

4 embryos
Dam Ident: WEEPH215
Sire Ident: IMCPL138

Lot 24

Another exceptional Homo Polled & Homo Black donor who is one of our
favourites and a picture-perfect cow with faultless structure. On inspection she
is a deep bodied cow with a classic wedge shape with perfect feet and udder
structure. She is a full sister to H214 & H253 who have both excelled in their
own rights so you can be guaranteed in what you are getting. Once again we
will be retaining a 2019 drop bull out of her and the common theme you are
seeing with these donors is that they are the ones which produce herd sires!
The mating to Missile is a great one and will complement her perfectly.

Woonallee Sassy L366 / LFE The Riddler

4 embryos
Dam Ident: WEEPL366
Sire Ident: IMCPK323

E59 is one of our elite Homo Polled & Homo Black donors and has proven herself
time and time again. Her son Tank K90 was sold to Naracoopa Simmentals in
2016 for $27,500 and has bred exceptionally well. Her daughters have also
impressed with Pear M235 being part of our 2017 show team and winning
numerous championships. Her 2019 drop Messiah son has been retained for
use in our herd. 11 years old and still maintaining perfect feet, legs and udder
structure she is a must for those looking to produce their next herd sire. The
mating to Messiah is simple, it works, and we can highly recommend it!

Sassy L366 is a younger donor that excelled in the showring and is now proving
herself in the donor pen. An outcross female that is super sound, powerful yet
still feminine. We sold a half share in her when she was a heifer to D Kropp for
$15,000 and her 2018 son by Riddler was purchased in our Spring sale to
Tony Horvath, Fairview Simmentals, Qld. A proven up and coming donor and the
mating to Riddler is a proven combination that is sure to impress.
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Lot 25

Webb Hummer F516 / Choice of 4*

F516 is a true power cow both in genetic capability and phenotype and could be
mistaken for a traditional Simmental in type. Extremely sound, wide hipped with
tremendous capacity she is a unique black Simmental cow. We have a Bounty
Hunter son selected to keep out of this cow but with 4 mating sires to select
from, the possibilities are endless.

4 embryos
Dam Ident: WEBPF516

Sire choices for Lot 25

Woonallee Messiah

Hooks Beacon

WEEPM170

IMU2K056

WLB Bounty Hunter

TNT Tanker

IMCPL365

IMUPD263
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Lot 26A

Wisp Will Rosy / Blinkbou Modist

Woonallee Rosy E227 - Progeny of Wisp Will Rosy + Blinkou Modist

Woonallee BHR Tornado - Progeny of Wisp Will Rosy + Blinkou Modist

A once in lifetime opportunity presents itself here with the 2 packages
on offer. 26a is the same mating as the great Tornado and Rosy E227.
We cannot express how highly we rate Tornado, he is a rare herd sire
that can produce the show winning animal and also the next herd sire we
are all looking for. Rosy E227 produced the $37,500 Lampoon in 2017
and the list of great ones continues to grow. Treat yourself to some of
the best genetics available in the Simmental world! 26b are a proven mix
out the lengendary Vasti 4, a cow that has bred so well in so many herds.
This mating is a full sibling to Brenair Park Dynamo who sold for $25,000
in 2012. Which ever you pick we guarantee you won’t be disappointed.

Dam Ident: PEDBX3116
Sire Ident: PEDBX3142

Lot 26B

Congosim Vasti 4 / Ai Ai Morris

Dam Ident: PEDBX1871
Sire Ident: PEDBX2788

Lot 26
Choice of 4 embryos of either A or B
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Lot 27A

Woonallee Vasti B117 / Starwest Total Value

Once again a selection from proven mating’s from 2 of our very best
South African donors. B117 is the dam of Goldrush & Landlord which
have both bred incredibly well and in fact the mating to Total Value are
full siblings to Landlord. B123 was our favourite Kykso Hadau daughter
and out of the great Ai-Ai Rina. The true strength of this donor is her
daughters which feature E101, G98 and J139 who have all bred herd
bulls in their own right. Pick the mating that suits and you can be assured
you will have a new sire or a donor for many years to come.

Dam Ident: WEEPB117
Sire Ident: IMCPH181

Lot 27B

Woonallee Rina B123 / Anchor D Raptor

Ai Ai Rina - Dam of Woonallee Rina B123

Dam Ident: WEEPB123
Sire Ident: IMCPL392

Lot 27
Choice of 4 embryos of either A or B
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Lot 28A

Woonallee Regal C40 / Kerrah D859

If there was one cow I could pick to start a new traditional herd, it would
be Regal C40. She does not miss and can produce a herd bull (Fetish &
Havoc) or a high end female. These daughters include K53 who sold her
first son for $25,000, L14 who sold her first son for $15,000 and then
the next for $20,500 this year and the list continues with G12, J57 and
M127. You should now have a clear picture of the power of this cow and
the mating’s are sure to work!

Dam Ident: WEEPC040
Sire Ident: IMNPL859

Lot 28B

Woonallee Regal C40 / Starwest Pol Blueprint

Dam Ident: WEEPC040
Sire Ident: IMCPK229

Lot 28
Choice of 4 embryos of either A or B
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Lot 29

Woonallee Rosy E227 / Waikite AE2009

4 embryos
Dam Ident: WEEPE227
Sire Ident: IMNPM2009

Rosy E227 is one our greats, not only is she a full sister to Tornado
but she is a tremendous breeding cow. Her sons have sold to $37,000
and daughters to $16,000 and we currently have an exciting group of
embryo calves hitting the ground. Waikite AE2009 (Atomic) is a new
sire from NZ from the highly proven Waikite herd. He is in the top 5
% for Gestation length, 200, 400 & 600 day weight, scrotal, carcase
weight and EMA. A combination that combines 2 exceptional animals
and imagine the set of data that will match the phenotype!
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Lot 30

Woonallee Bee-kaha H259 / Boundary Astute

4 embryos
Dam Ident: WEEPH259
Sire Ident: IMCPL004

Our final lot and we thought we should add a red option and who better
than H259. She is a huge volume female that is structurally sound with
extra capacity and thickness on an impeccable set of feet and legs. A
massive cow who weighs in excess of 1000kgs, she is a true power
cow! The mating to Astute is one we are excited to see and should work
perfectly for those looking for a new outcross red option.

